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1 WP2 Overview
1.1 Objectives
The goal of the WP2 indexing work-package is to develop algorithms/techniques and provide
modules for the automatic extraction of signal features allowing a set of specific
functionalities. The targeted functionalities are music segmentation/ summarization/
visualization, browsing/ searching music using high-level music descriptors (rhythm / tonality
/ timbre features), or using a generic scheme for extracting high-level audio descriptors from
audio signal, music remixing (by source separation using score alignment), browsing by lyrics
(using lyrics to score to audio alignment), automated identification of audio signal, tempo and
phase detection.

1.2 Partners’ roles
Ircam AS: WP leader
•

Ircam AS:
music segmentation/ summarization/ visualization; browsing/ searching
music using high-level music descriptors (rhythm / tonality),

•

Sony CSL:

•

Native Instrument: tempo and phase detection.

•

BGU:
browsing by lyrics (using lyrics to score to audio alignment), music
remixing (by source separation using score alignment),

•

Fraunhofer IDMT: automated identification of audio signal,
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1.3 WP2 contribution to the project
Modules developed in WP2 provides the necessary indexing information for WP3 Browsing,
the necessary segments information for WP5 Performing, audio identification module for
WP7 Sharing, and indexing information for the two applications developed (WP6 Authoring
Tools and WP8 HIFI system). The order of priority for the development of WP2 modules is
made therefore according to the interest of the application providers in specific
functionalities, and according to the dependence of modules on other modules.
Development of modules for:
•

music segmentation / summarization / visualization,

•

high-level features for browsing/searching (rhythm / tonal / timbre description), generic
description inside EDS,

•

beat and phase detection.

•

browsing by lyrics (based on score alignment),

•

music remixing (source separation based on score alignment),

•

automated identification of audio signal,

1.4 Synthesis of main achievements
Research has been accomplished and final functional prototypes have been developed.
Modules are available either in the forms of executable, or libraries. Integration into the
applications is being accomplished.
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2 WP2 Results and Achievements
2.1 Segmentation/Audio Summary
Responsible partner : IrcamAS
2.1.1 Functional description
Automatic music structure (segmentation) discovery aims at providing insights into the
temporal organization of a music track by analyzing its acoustical content in terms of
repetitions. It then represents a music track as either a set of states or as a set of sequences.
-

A state is defined as a set of contiguous times which contains similar acoustical
information. Examples of this are the musical background of a verse segment or of a
chorus segment, which is usually constant during the segment.

-

A sequence is defined as a set of successive times which is similar to another set of
successive times but the times inside a set are not necessarily identical to each other. It is
therefore a specific case of a state. Example of this are the various melodies repeated in a
music track.

Once extracted, the structure can be used for
-

intra-document

-

automatic audio summary generation

Both functionalities targes the HIFI System (player of the system and preview of the database
content) and the Authoring tool (giving inside in the Traktor DJ files being mixed).
Intra-document browsing displays the automatically extracted structure in a piano-roll way in
order to let the user browse inside a track. The user is able to access immediately (by clicking
on a map) the various parts of the track, perform forward/backward by segments, perform
forward/backward by verse or by chorus or by melodies (in the case of the sequence
representation).
Audio summary uses the extracted structure in order to create a short audio extract (usually
less than 30s) which collects the various contents or the key-phrase of a music track. It uses a
beat-synchronous concatenation of the various parts of a music track according to the parts
estimated during the structure process. The beat-synchronous algorithm allows keeping a
musical feeling to the summary.
The module developed in SHF performs the three following tasks:
1) estimate the structure of a music track,
2) provide a visual map of a music track,
3) provide an audio summary of a music track.
2.1.2 Method description
An algorithm for automatic structure extraction and automatic summary generation had been
previously developed in the framework of the European IST Project CUIDADO.
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This technology has been further developed in the framework of the Semantic-HIFI project.
We describe the improvement of the technology made in the Semantic HIFI project.
The flowchart of the system is presented in Figure 1.

Figure 1Segmentation/Audio Summary extraction flowchart

Feature extraction
The feature extraction front-end has been extended to represent new kind of features. In the
last version, it extracts timbre-related features (MFCC), tonality-related features
(chroma/PCP) or both type of features. The extension to tonality has been done to allow the
processing of non-timbre based music (classical, jazz music). The types of temporal modeling
being considered have also been extended: mean, variance and dynamic features modeling.
The modeling length can be modified in order to allow the processing of very long files.
Two kind of structures can then be extracted:
-

A state representation

-

A sequence representation

State representation [PUBLIC VERSION]
A state is defined as a set of contiguous times which contains similar acoustical information.
Examples of this are the musical background of a verse segment or of a chorus segment which
is usually constant during the segment.
The algorithm previously developed in the framework of the European IST Project
CUIDADO was based on a two-stages approach combining segmentation, clustering (kmeans algorithm) and hidden Markov modeling (for time constrains). This algorithm was able
to take time constraints into account and to find the most likely number of states in order to
represent a given track.
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In Semantic HIFI, Native Instrument was interested in having a state representation for
various number of states (2,3,4,…, 20). Also, for user convenience (easiness to understand the
temporal decomposition), we decided to adopt a hierarchical agglomerative approach.
Sequence representation [PUBLIC VERSION]
A sequence if defined as a set of successive times which is similar to another set of successive
times but the times inside a set are not necessarily identical to each other. It is therefore a
specific case of a state. Example of this are the various melodies repeated in a music track.
The algorithm previously developed in the framework of the European IST Project
CUIDADO was based on a succession of four steps:
1. line detection in the lag matrix (using a 2D structuring filter),
2. segment creation from detected line (transform a set of points in a 2D space into a start
and end time)
3. sequence creation from detected segments (what are the time occurrences of the detected
sequence that produce the observed segments)
4. definition of the “mother” segment (the main segment that is repeated in the sequence)
Part 3) and 4) of the algorithm have been completely rewritten and are now based on a
likelihood approach inspired by the “summary score” proposed by Foote.
Audio summary generation
In SHF, the audio summary generation has been extended to include the possibility to
generate it using various methods:
-

Output of the state approach; option: chose the number of states to be used in the
summary

-

Output of the sequence approach: option: chose the number of sequences to be used in the
summary

-

Only the main sequence of the piece of music

Various improvements have been done in order to increase the quality of the audio summary.
The main improvement consists in creating the audio summary using directly the input
soundfile (previous version used the internal resampled/mono-converted audio signal): the
audio summary can now be stereo and 44.1KHz.
The estimation of the beat markers (for beat-synchronous summary generation) is now
performed directly inside the module (WP rhythm description).
Finally a new algorithm for constraining the length of the summary to a specific duration has
been written.
2.1.3 Position over state-of-the-art
The first Ircam technology had been proposed in [Peeters, 2002]. It was one of the first at that
time. This technology has been constantly improved since then. A number of other
technologies have been proposed in the last three years (see below). Compared to these
technologies, the main characteristics of our method are:
-

several subset of features are available and can used at the same time,
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-

two structure representation algorithms can be used. According to the considered musical
style, user can choose the states (efficient for modern pop-rock music) or the sequences
(efficient for melody based music) representation

-

the audio summary is fully parameterizable and can be created by concatenating (beatsynchronously) several important sequences (and not only the most important).

However, performances of our algorithm cannot be compared to other algorithms because of
the lack of common databases and evaluation rules in this field of research.
Peeters, G., A. Laburthe, et al. (2002). Toward Automatic Music Audio Summary Generation from Signal
Analysis. ISMIR, Paris, France.
Peeters, G., Deriving Musical Structures from Signal Analysis for Music Audio Summary Generation:
"Sequence" and "State" Approach, in CMMR 2003 (LNCS 2771), U.K. Wiil, Editor. 2004, Springer-Verlag
Berlin Heidelberg 2004. p. 142-165.
Logan, B. and S. Chu (2000). Music Summarization using Key Phrases. ICASSP, Istanbul, Turkey.
Bartsch, M. and G. Wakefield (2001). To catch a chorus: Using chroma-based representations for audio
thumbnailing. WASPAA, New Platz, New York, USA.
Cooper, M. and J. Foote (2002). Automatic Music Summarization via Similarity Analysis. ISMIR, Paris, France.
Chai, W. and B. Vercoe (2003). Structural Analysis Of Musical Signals For Indexing and Thumbnailing. Proc.
of ACM/IEEE Joint Conference on Digital.
Wellhausen, J. and H. Crysandt (2003). Temporal Audio Segmentation Using MPEG-7 Descriptors. Proc. SPIE
Storage and Retrieval for Media Databases.

2.1.4 Benchmarks
Benchmarks have been run on the Hifi system (Pentium M 1.7GHz with 512 MB RAM).
The MP3 files used for benchmarking are the same 264 files used in the User Feedback
Session at Paris in June 2006.
The ircamsummary extraction times have been measured with the time shell command.
MP3 lengths have been computed with the mp3 info software. The computation time versus
the track duration is indicated in the following figure.
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2.1.5 Implementation
The module consists of two executables.
1) An extraction module, which extracts the multi-level structure (states approach) or the set
of main sequences (sequence approach) of a music track (stored as an xml file) and
creates an audio summary (stored as an audio file and as an xml file containing the
structure of the audio summary).
This module has been written in C++ and has the following dependencies:
•

Matmtl: The Matrix Mathematics Template Library which is a C++ template library
written at Ircam.

•

Libfft: A C/C++ FFT library written at Ircam.

•

Libsndfile: a LGPL library which is used to read and write audio file by the
executable.

•

Mplayer (GPL) software which is used by the executable for the MP3 decoding and
resampling part. Since mplayer executable is called via the ANSI C system function,
there is no violation of the GNU General Public License.

This executable have the following parameters:
•

--input: path to the input sound file, supported format are the same as the mplayer
software (see http://www.mplayerhq.hu/design7/info.html ).

•

--output: path to the output summary file, output format is WAV.

•

--xml_struct: path to the XML file describing the input file audio structure.

•

--xml_summary: path to the XML file describing the audio summary structure.

•

--features_type: type of features used, possible values are: timbre, harmonized and
mixed.

•

--features_modeling: type of temporal modeling for feature, possible values are: mean,
meanvar, fft.

•

--structure_type: structure modeling type, possible value are: state, sequence and
mostfreq

•

--structure_nb_state: number of states to use in structure.

The development cycle of this module has follow unit testing with Matlab scripts and Mex
files in order to interface with the C++ functions and methods of this module.
CVS have been used for source versioning.
Gdb and Valgrind have been used for debugging.
2) A music players [see Figure 2 below] which allows the user to interactively listen to the
various parts of a music track based on its estimated structure. The player allows the user
to skip from one chorus to the next one, from the beginning of the verse to the beginning
of the chorus, …
Prototype media player for browsing inside a music track
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Figure 2 Media Player mockup for music structure browsing

Flash player
For the purpose of the HIFI system, the above mentioned interface prototype (Matlab
interface) has been ported to Adobe Macromedia Flash 7.
The flash based ‘segmentation visualization tool’ interface allows the user to navigate into the
song structure. This one comes from the algorithm embedded in the HIFI system (see Figure 3
and Figure 4 below).
The user must first play a song. After he can access the ‘segmentation visualization tool’ and
select the number of states he wants to visualize. If he selects a segmentation in 2 states, the
interface propose a segmentation into something like verse and theme segmentation for
popular music. If he selects 8 (or more) number of states, the segmentation will give him a
more details segmentation representing things like drum fills, introduction…
States that have no segments are not represented, so that the user can’t visualize a 8 states
segmentation if the algorithm doesn’t find a possibility to decompose the song into 8 states.
While listening to a segment, the user can:
-

reach directly the next (or previous) segment in the same state

-

reach the nearest segment in all states actually represented.

-

change the number of states he wants to be represented, without stopping the sound.

-

navigate into the song by clicking directly the timeline

The segmentation tool is on the touch-screen of the HIFI system.
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Figure 3 Flash interface of the HIFI system Figure 4 Flash interface of the HIFI system
for browsing inside a music track
for browsing inside a music track
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2.2 High-Level Music descriptors: Rhythm description
Responsible partner : IrcamAS
2.2.1 Functional description
The module for rhythm description extracts high-level features related to rhythm
characteristics directly form audio signal analysis.
It provides three groups of features:
1. Instantaneous features (time-varying tempo and beat marker locations). This features are
to be used for later audio processing (Authoring tool and Ircam ATR X-Micks
processing);
2. Global features: global tempo, global meter, percussivity index, periodicity index. This
features are to be used for browsing in a database (HIFI system);
3. A rhythmical pattern to be used for search by similar rhythm in a database (HIFI system).
It should be noted that another module developed by Native Instrument (tempo and phase
extraction) targets specifically percussive based music (dance and electronic music). The
present module (developed by IrcamAS) targets the general class of music including nonpercussive based music (jazz, classical, variety music). In this case important factors are the
detection of onsets, potential quick variation of tempo and potential non binary meters.
2.2.2 Method description
The technology has been entirely developed in the framework of the Semantic HIFI project. It
has been designed considering the usual drawback of other techniques:
•

weak onset detection in case of non-percussive audio

•

tempo ambiguities, tempo variations over time

•

non binary meters

The flowchart of the system is presented in Figure 5. We present the system briefly here and
refer to [PeetersEurasip2006, PeetersICMC2005 and PeetersISMIR2005] for detailed
information.
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Figure 5 Flowchart of the rhythm features extraction module

Onset detection
In order to detect the tempo of a piece of music from an audio signal, one needs first to extract
meaningful information in terms of musical periodicity from the signal. This is the goal of the
front-end of any audio-based tempo estimation algorithm. Front-ends can perform onset
detection. However, by experimenting with this approach, we found it unreliable considering
the consequences that false positive and false negative detections can have on the subsequent
stages of the tempo estimation process. In addition to that the concept of discrete onsets
remains unclear for a large class of sounds such as slow attack, slow transition between notes
without an attack phase and slow transition between chords such as played by a string section.
Therefore in our system we do not estimate the exact locations of onsets but rather compute
an onset energy function. Since our interest is not only in music with percussion but also in
music without percussion, our function should also react to any musically meaningful
variations such as note transitions at constant global energy or slow attacks. These variations
are usually visible in a spectrogram representation. [LarocheJAES2003] proposes a function,
called the spectral energy flux, which measures the variation of the spectrogram over time.
We improve this function by computing a spectral energy flux using the reassigned
spectrogram instead of the normal spectrogram. By using phase information, the reassigned
spectrogram allows significant improvement of temporal and frequency resolution, therefore
avoiding attacks blurring and better differentiation of very close pitches.
-

The reassigned spectrogram is computed using a large window (92.8ms).

-

In order to work on relative amplitude the resulting spectrum is transformed in log-scale.

-

The energy inside each frequency band is then low-pass filtered (in order to avoid the
detection of spurious onsets due to the presence of background noise or noise events such
as cymbal sounds).
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-

The resulting energy signals are then differentiated

-

The resulting energy signals are then Half-Wave Rectified

-

For a specific time, the sum over all frequency bands is computed giving the reassigned
onset energy function.

In Figure 6, we compare the use of the normal spectral energy flux with the reassigned
spectral energy flux function for various window length. Onset locations have been manually
annotated and indicated by vertical lines on the top panel.

Figure 6 From top to bottom: (1) reassigned spectrogram computed using a window
length of 92.8ms, superimposed: manually annotated onset locations 2) corresponding
reassigned spectral energy flux function, (3) normal spectral energy flux function
computed using a window length of 92ms (4) 46ms (5) 23ms on [signal: Asian Dub
Foundation, R.A.F.I., track 01 ``Assassin'' from the ``songs'' database of the ISMIR2004
test set]

Periodicity estimation
Periodicity estimation of a signal is often done using Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) or
Auto-Correlation Function (ACF). The octave uncertainties of the DFT and ACF occur in
inverse domains: frequency domain for the DFT; lag domain or inverse frequency domain for
the ACF. We use this property to construct a combined function that reduces these
uncertainties. We believe this combined function can be very useful for the detection of the
various periodicities of a rhythm since it allows to better discriminate the various periodicities
of the measure, tactus and tatum.
We refer to [Peeters ICASSP2006] for details about the computation of this combined
function. In short: for each time frame, we computed the DFT and the ACF. Each lag of the
ACF is then considered has an inverse frequency. In order to have the same linearly spaced
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frequency as for the DFT, interpolation is applied between the ACF lags. We call the resulting
function the frequency-mapped ACF. We then compute the product of the DFT and the
frequency-mapped ACF.
In Figure 7, we compare the combined DFT/FM-ACF function with the usual DFT on three
real music signals. In all three cases, the DFT/FM-ACF allows a better emphasis on the
periodicities at the meter, tactus and tatum frequencies.

Figure 7 Comparison between the DFT (thin line) and the combined DFT/FM-ACF
(thick line) measured on real signals: (top) quadruple/simple meter, [signal: Enya
"Orinoco flow"], (middle) duple/compound meter, [signal: Boys II Men ``End of the
Road''], (bottom) triple/simple meter. [signal: Viennese waltz "media104409" from the
``ballroom-dancer'' database]. Superimposed: ground-truth tempo (1), 1/2 and 2 time
the tempo, 1/3 and 3 time the tempo.

Tempo and meter estimation
The dominant periodicities are estimated at each time using the combined DFT/FM-ACF.
As depicted in the previous figure, these periodicities do not only depend on the tempo but
also on the characteristics of the rhythm, at least on the subdivision of the meter and of the
beat. We therefore look for the temporal path of tempo and meter/beat subdivision that best
explains the observed periodicities. We consider three different kind of meter/beat
subdivisions, named Meter/Beat Subdivision Templates (MBST):
-

the duple/ simple (noted 22 in the following),

-

the duple/ compound (noted 23, example is 6/8 meter) and

-

the triple/ simple (noted 32, example is 3/4 meter).
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We define a ``tempo state'' as a specific combination of a tempo frequency and a MBST. Most
other methods consider directly the main periodicity as the tempo which does not allows to
distinguish between 2/4, 3/4 , 6/8 meters. We look for the most likely temporal succession of
``tempo states'' given our observations. We formulate this problem as a Viterbi decoding
algorithm.
-

The emission probability is the probability that the model emits a given signal
observation at time tm given that the model is in state sij (tempo i and MBST j) at time tm.
For this we compute a score defined as a weighted sum of the values of periodicities at
specific frequencies which correspond to significant frequency components for the triple
meter, duple meter, tempo, ``penalty'', simple and compound meter.

-

The transition probability favors continuity of tempi and MBST over time.

-

The prior probability is the prior probability to observe a specific tempo i and a specific
MBST j. This probability is set according to musical knowledge.

A standard Viterbi decoding algorithm is then used to find the best path of states [bi,mj] over
time, which gives us simultaneously the best tempo and MBST path that explain the
periodicities. Example of tempo tracking is given in Figure 8.

Figure 8 Tempo estimation over time: estimated tempo (dashed line), ground-truth
tempo (continuous thick line) on [signal: Brahms ``Ungarische Tanze n°5'']

Beat marker locations [PUBLIC VERSION]
Beat marker locations are then found using an algorithm derived from PSOLA analysis
[PeetersPHD2001].
Rhythm features
Global tempo
SHF-IST-507913
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The global tempo is derived from the time-varying tempo estimates. It is taken as the median
value of the time-varying tempo.
Global meter
The global meter is derived from the time-varying meter estimates. It is taken as the
maximum of the meter histogram.
Rhythm pattern
In [PeetersISMIR2005] we have studied several ways to characterize the rhythmic content of
a music track. The study tries to avoid usual drawback of other techniques (based on time
characterization): difficulty to have a robust estimation for non-percussive based music,
difficulty to average the description over the full length of the files, length of the description,
computation time of the comparison.
The proposed system is based on a spectral representation of the onset energy function, which
is resampled in frequency to the tempo frequency. The frequency of the tactus (tempo) then
becomes 1, the one of the tatum 2, 3 or 4 (depending on the subdivision of the beat). We only
keep the values corresponding to the normalized frequency ratio [1/4, 1/3, ½, 2/3, ¾, 1, 1.25,
…, 4] which correspond to significant periodicity to distinguish the various rhythm. In
[PeetersISMIR2005], this technique was used for automatic rhythm pattern classification. We
indicate in Figure 9, the resampled spectral representation obtained for each tracks of the 8
ballroom music genre considered in [PeetersISMIR2005].
In the HIFI system, the spectral representation used is the DFT. For each track we store the
above-mentioned vector in an xml file. The similarity between two files is computed as the
Euclidean distance between their respective vectors.

Figure 9 Spectral rhythm patterns for the various music genres of the ballroom dancer
dabase (x-axis: normalized frequencies, y-axis: item’s number of each category)
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Percussivity index [PUBLIC VERSION]
The percussivity index indicates the amount of percussive sounds (percussions or pizzicato
instruments) used in the recording.
Periodicity index [PUBLIC VERSION]
The periodicity index indicates how much does the tempo periodicity explain the rhythm
content. High values will occur for steady four on the floor rhythms while low values for
complex rhythm or music without a dominant rhythm.
2.2.3 Position over state-of-the-art
1) Tempo, beat estimation
The technology developed in the framework of SHF has been designed considering the usual
drawback of other techniques (weak onset detection and tempo ambiguities). The main
innovations of our method are
•

onset detection function (using temporal/spectral reassigned spectrum). This allows
precise detection of onset even in case of non-percussive instrument. Most other methods
are based on either sub-band energy functions, or spectrum flux for onset detection;

•

use of a mixed DFT/FM-ACF periodicity detection. This allows reducing octave
ambiguities. Most other methods are based either on DFT, or ACF, or inter-onset-interval
histogram

•

use of a Viterbi tracking in order to track tempo variation over time. Most other methods
are based on short time memory of the past detected periodicities

•

simultaneous estimation of tempo and meter/beat subdivision. Most methods perform the
two task separately which often results in a bad estimation of the tempo in case of ternary
rhythm.

•

beat marking algorithm based on PSOLA marking algorithm which allows time-varying
tempo marking

2) Rhythm characterization
The technology developed in the framework of SHF has been designed considering the usual
drawback of other techniques: difficulty to have a robust estimation for non-percussive based
music, difficulty to average the description over the full length of the files, length of the
description, computation time of the comparison. However the developed technology does
only provide a rough description of the rhythm.
1) Tempo, beat estimation
Scheirer, E. (1998). «Tempo and beat analysis of acoustic musical signals.» J. Acoust. Soc. Am. 103(1): 588601.
Gouyon, F. and P. Herrera (2003). A Beat Induction Method for Musical Audio Signals. Proc. of WIAMIS.
Klapuri, A. (2003). Musical Meter Estimation and Music Transcription. Proc. of Cambridge Music Processing
Colloquium, Cambridge University, UK.
uium, OK.
Alonso, M., B. David, et al. (2004). Tempo and Beat Estimation of Musical Signals. Proc. of ISMIR, Barcelona,
Spain.
Uhle, C. and J. Herre (2003). Estimation of Tempo, Micro Time and Time Signature from percussive music.
Proc. of DAFX, London, UK.
Goto, M. and Y. Muraoka (1999). «Real-time beat tracking for drumless audio signals: Chord change detection
for musical decisions.» Speech Communication 27: 311-335.
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Peeters, G. (2001). Modeles et modelisation du signal sonore adaptes a ses caracteristiques locales.
Analyse/Synthese. Ircam, Paris, France, Universite Paris VI.

2) Rhythm characterization
Foote, J. and S. Uchihashi (2001). The Beat Spectrum: A New Approach to Rhythm Analysis. Proc. of ICME
(IEEE Int. Conf. on Multimedia and Expo), Pal Xerox FXPAL-PR-01-022.
Tzanetakis, G. and P. Cook (2002). «Musical Genre Classification of Audio Signals.» IEEE Trans. on Speech
and Audio Processing 10(5): 293-302.
Dixon, S., F. Gouyon, et al. (2004). Towards characterisation of music via rhythmic patterns. Proc. of ISMIR,
Barcelona, Spain.
Uhle, C. and C. Dittmar (2004). Drum pattern based genre classification of Popular Music. Proc. of AES 25th
Int. Conf. on Metadata for Audio, London, UK.

2.2.4 Benchmarks
1) Tempo, beat estimation
Internal evaluation: The tempo extraction and beat marking module has been tested on four
different databases among which three were used during the ISMIR 2004 tempo induction
contest:
-

Ballroom-dancer database (698 tracks),

-

Songs database (465 tracks),

-

Loops database (1889 tracks),

-

PopRock Hits database (158 tracks)

The database cover a large set of music genre ranging from pop, rock, techno, jazz, classical,
baroque, Viennese Waltz, flamenco, Greek, ….
As for the ISMIR2004 contest; we have considered two accuracy measures:
-

Accuracy 1: percentage of tempo estimates within 4% of the ground-truth tempo

-

Accuracy 2: percentage of tempo estimates within 4% of either the ground-truth tempo,
1/2, 2, 1/3 or 3 the ground-truth tempo. This allows taking into account the fact that
various periodic levels often co-exist within a given metric.

The performance of our algorithm is indicated in the following table. We also indicate the
best results obtained during the ISMIR2004 tempo induction contest.
Ballroom
Songs
Acc1 Acc2 Acc1 Acc2
TimeVariable 65,2
93,1
49,5
83,7
22/23/32
(89,0)
Constant
68,7
96,9
39,4
85,2
22
ISMIR2004
best

63,2

92,0

58,5

91,2

Loops
Acc1 Acc2
56,1
80,7
59,8

83,1

70,7

81,9

PopRock
Acc1 Acc2
87,6
97,4
(97,4)
81,7
99,4

The algorithm we have developed exceed on two databases (ballroom, and loops) the previous
best results.
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MIREX2005 evaluation: The algorithm was also evaluated during the MIREX 2005
perceptual tempo induction contest. The goal was to estimate the two dominant perceptual
tempi (each song has been listened to by a group of 50 people; an histogram was then
estimated from the perceived tempi and the two main peaks, their relative height had to be
estimated). Our algorithm ranked at the 5th place over 13 for the overall evaluation; and
ranked at the 1st place for the estimation of “at least one correct tempo”. It was also the best
algorithm for the categories non-percussive audio and ternary rhythms.
2) Rhythm characterization
Internal evaluation: The ability to characterize rhythm with the proposed spectral rhythm
template was tested in a classification task: classification into the 8 music genres of the
ballroom database. The recognition rate was 91% using the rhythm pattern and the tempo
information, 82% using only the rhythm pattern. The best results reported in the literature are
96% (Dixon) using tempo information, 73 features, a temporal representation of rhythm and
the tempo information, and 79.6% using the same without tempo information.
Development
Benchmarks have been run on the Hifi system (Pentium M 1.7GHz with 512 MB RAM).
The MP3 files used for benchmarking are the same 264 files used in the User Feedback
Session at Paris in June 2006.
The ircambeat extraction times have been measured with the time shell command.
MP3 lengths have been computed with the mp3info software. The computation time versus
the track duration is indicated in the following figure.

2.2.5 Implementation
The module consists of a single executable that performs both tempo/phase estimation and
rhythm characterization. The module output two xml files:
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1) time variable tempo and beat position estimation (which can be used latter for
performing),
2) the global tempo/meter estimates and rhythm characteristics (which can be used latter for
browsing/searching).
This module has been written in C++ and has the following dependencies:
•

Matmtl: The Matrix Mathematics Template Library which is a C++ template library
written at Ircam.

•

Libfft: A C/C++ FFT library written at Ircam.

•

Libsndfile: a LGPL library which is used to read and write audio file by the
executable.

•

Mplayer (GPL) software which is used by the executable for the MP3 decoding and
resampling part. Since mplayer executable is called via the ANSI C system function,
there is no violation of the GNU General Public License.

This executable have the following parameters:
•

--input: path to the input soundfile, supported formats are the same as the mplayer
software (see http://www.mplayerhq.hu/design7/info.html ).

•

--output_rhy: path to the output XML file containing the global tempo/meter
estimation and rhythm characteristics.

•

--output_beat: path to the output XML file containing time variable tempo and beat
position estimation.

The development cycle of this module has follow unit testing with Matlab scripts and Mex
files in order to interface with the C++ functions and methods of this module.
CVS have been used for source versioning.
Gdb and Valgrind have been used for debugging.
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2.3 High-Level Music descriptors: Musical key description
Responsible partner : IrcamAS
2.3.1 Functional description
The module for musical key description extracts high level features related to musical key
characteristics directly from audio signal analysis.
It provides a set of global features to be used for browsing or search by similarity in a
database (HIFI system). The following features are extracted and store in an xml file:
-

Global key-note (C,C#,D,…) and mode (Major, minor) of a music track

-

Global tuning of a music track

-

An harmonic pattern to be used for search by similar rhythm in a database (HIFI system).

These features target specifically music for which tonal information plays an important role
(classical music).
Musical key can be estimated from the knowledge of the score of the music. However
because a transcription is most of the time not available and because automatic transcritption
algorithms (multi-pitch detection) are still limited to small polyphony and costly (difficult to
use for a real task of large database management), the module we have developed is based on
a lighter technology: the Chroma or Pitch Class Profile approach [PeetersDAFX2006,
PeetersISMIR2006]. While this technology does not allow the extraction of the various notes,
it allows an efficient estimation of the global key-note, mode and tuning of the track. We have
also started at the end of the project the estimation of the chord succession over time of a
music track [Papadopoulos2006]. We add to these features the extraction of an harmonic
pattern which can be used for search by similarity.
2.3.2 Method description
The technology has been entirely developed in the framework of the Semantic HIFI project.
The flowchart of the system is presented in Figure 10. We present the system briefly here and
refer to [PeetersICASSP2006, PeetersDAFX2006 and PeetersISMIR2006] for detailed
information.
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Figure 10 Flowchart of the musical key features extraction module

Three algorithms have been tested:
-

ALG1: An approach based on a mapping of the DFT to the chroma domain combined
with a cognitive-based key-chroma profiles correlation detection method

-

ALG2: An approach based on a mapping of the DFT to the chroma domain combined
with an HMM trained algorithm

-

ALG3: An approach based on a proposed Harmonic Peak Subtraction function mapped to
the chroma domain combined with a cognitive-based key-chroma profiles correlation
detection method

However, because of time constrains of the project given to the development, only the first
technology has been integrated as a C++ module in the final HIFI system.
Pre-processing
The first stage of the system performs a set of pre-processings.
In order to save computational time, the signal is first down-sampled to 11025Hz and
converted to mono by mixing both channels. The exact starting time of the music piece in
the file is estimated by a method based on loudness and spectral flatness measure.
The tuning of the track is then estimated. This is necessary because the instruments used
during the recording may have used another tuning than 440 Hz and because possible transcoding of the audio media may have changed its tuning. For this we test a set of candidate
tunings between 427Hz and 452Hz (the quarter-tones below and above A4). For each
candidate tuning, we estimate the amount of energy of the spectrum explained by the
frequencies corresponding to the semitones based on this candidate tuning.
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As an example we indicate in Figure 11, the histogram os the tunings estimated for the 300
track database we have used in for our evaluation. The tunings range from 438 to 447Hz with
concentration at 440Hz and 443Hz.
Using the estimation of the tuning, the signal is then re-sampled in order to bring its tuning
back to 440Hz. The rest of the system is based on a tuning of 440Hz.

Figure 11 Histogram of the tunings estimated on the evaluation database

Spectral observation
The second stage of the system provides the spectral observation which will be mapped to the
chroma/Pitch-Class-Profile.
A problem of current systems comes from the fact that we do not observe directly the various
pitches in a spectral representation (DFT or CQT) but a mixture of their harmonics. Since this
representation will be mapped to the chroma domain, it is important that it represents only
information about the pitches and not all their harmonics. Indeed, the presence of the
harmonics of the pitches will distort the chroma representation (for example the harmonics
h=3,6 will strengthen the presence of the fifth note and h=5 the presence of the third) and
induce error in the key estimation (especially the fifth up/down confusion).
This problem can be solved either by extracting the pitches (or removing the harmonics),
or by considering the presence of these harmonics during the creation of the key-chroma
profiles. The first choice is taken for example by Pauws [Pauws2004] (using a model taking
into account simultaneously the perceptual pitch and the musical background), Chuan
[Chuan2005] (using a fuzzy analysis system) or Cremer [Cremer2004] (using an overtones
removal process).
The second choice is taken for example by Gomez [Gomez2006] (extending the PCP to
Harmonic Pitch Class Profiles by considering a theoretical amplitude contribution of the first
4 harmonics of each pitch of the three main triads in a given key) or Izmirli [Izmirli2005]
(the contribution of the harmonics is there measured on a database of piano notes). While the
solution in [Gomez2006] provides a too rough approximation (a large part of musical
instrument sounds does not behave as the proposed theoretical spectral envelope), the solution
in [Izmirli2005] would require different spectral envelope measures for each specific
instrument.
In the first version of the module (ALG1), the DFT was used as the spectral observation and
combined with Gomez extensions of Pitch Class Profile.
We have also proposed two alternatives to this problem
1) ALG3: reduce the influence of the higher harmonics of each pitch by using a proposed
Harmonic Peak Subtraction function
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2) ALG2: learned the audio and music charcateristics directly from the audio signal by
training a set of hidden Markov model directly on the chroma succession over time
The Harmonic Peak Subtraction (HPS) function is an extension to the polyphonic case of the
combined DFT/FM-ACF function we have proposed in [PeetersICASSP2006] for mono-pitch
detection. The HPS is based on the same underlying principle as the DFT/FM-ACF: multiply
a representation with octave-up errors (as the DFT) with a representation with octave-down
errors (as the ACF mapped to the frequency domain) in order that both errors cancael each
other. The HPS is computed as the product of the DFT with a function r(fk) defined as

where A(fk) stands for the value of the DFT at the frequency fk.
-

The first term in this equation is the sum of the harmonics of the current frequency fk.

-

alpha(fk) penalizes frequencies which are even harmonics of a lower pitch (the current
frequency is potentially the second, fourth, sixth, ... harmonic of a lower pitch).

-

beta(fk) penalizes frequencies which have third harmonic relationship with a lower
frequency. We make the underlying assumption of spectral envelope continuity by taking
the minimum over the considered harmonics: if fk was the 3rd harmonic of a pitch fk/3
then energy should be present at ½, 2/3, 4/3, 5/3.

-

gamma(fk) is the same as Beta(fk) but for the fifth harmonic.

We finally take the maximum over the three penalties.
Both A(fk) and r(fk) are then multiplied at the same frequencies fk in order to create the
product function.
We illustrate the computation of the HPS in comparison with the usual spectrogram in Figure
12.
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Figure 12[Top] Magnitude spectrum [Bottom] Harmonic Peak Subtraction function for
the first 10s of J.S. Bach, Well-Tempered Clavier, 02 Fugue in CM.

Mapping to chroma
Using either the DFT or the HPS as spectral observation, this representation is then mapped to
the chroma domain. Shepard [Shepard1964] proposes to represent the pitch as a two
dimensional structure: the tone height (octave number) and the chroma (pitch class).
Based on that, the chroma spectrum [Wakefield1999] or Pitch Class Profile (PCP)
[Fujishima1999] have been proposed in order to map the values of the Fourier transform (or
Constant-Q transform) frequencies to the 12 semi-tones pitch classes C.
In our system, the mapping is done in three stages: 1) we first map the values of the Fourier
transform to a semi-tone pitch spectrum, 2) smooth the corresponding channels over time and
3) then map the results to the semi-tone pitch class spectrum (chroma spectrum).
1) The semi-tone pitch scale map the frequencies of the DFT (or HPS) to the semi-tone pitch
domain (expressed in midi notes):

The computation of the semi-tone pitch spectrum is made using a set of filters Hn’ centered on
the semi-tone pitch frequencies n' [43,44,…,95] (corresponding to the notes G2 to B6 or the
frequencies 98Hz to 1975 Hz) :

The values of the semi-tone pitch spectrum N(n') are then obtained by multiplying the Fourier
transform values A(fk) by the set of filters Hn':
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2) The semi-tone pitch spectrum N(n') is computed for each frame. The output signal of each
filter N(n',t) is then smoothed over time using median filtering. Among the various filters
representing a semi-tone pitch, only the filters centered on the exact semi-tone pitches are
considered.
3) Finally, the mapping to the 12-chroma scale vector C(l) (pitch classes) is achieved by
adding the equivalent pitch classes

The analysis is performed using a window of type Blackman, length 371.5ms with 50%
overlap. Only frequencies in the range [100,2000] Hz are considered.
Various amplitude scale are also compared: amplitude, energy and sone-value scale.
Key estimation
Two different methods have been tested in order to estimate the musical key from the
succession of chroma-vector extracted over time:
1) ALG1/ALG3: Key estimation based on cognitive models
2) ALG2: Key estimation based on HMM
Key estimation based on cognitive models
This approach is a combination of the approach proposed in [Gomez2006] and [Izmirli2005].
The key profiles are created by extending the Temperley-Diatonic pitch-distribution-profiles
to the polyphonic case (several pitches) by considering the contribution of the three main
triads (tonic, dominant and sub-dominant) in each key. The key profiles can be further
extended to the audio case (harmonics of each pitch) by considering a contribution of the h
harmonic of each pitch with an amplitude of 0.6h-1.
We then use the decision method proposed in [Izmirli2005]. At each time we estimate the
key-chroma profile that has the highest correlation with a cumulated-over-time chromavector. We attribute a score to this key proportional to the distance between its correlation
value and the correlation value of the second most likely key. This score acts as a reliability
coefficient. The final key is chosen as the one with the maximum score cumulated over time.
Key estimation based on HMM
In [Peeters2006DAFXTonality], we have proposed a method for key estimation based on
training a set of hidden Markov models on the chroma representation corresponding to the
various keys. No a priori musical knowledge at all is introduced in this method. The
characteristics (signal and musical) of the keys are learned directly from the training.
24 models corresponding to each possible key need to be trained.
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However, because the number of instances in our database strongly differs among the 24
keys, we start by training only two models, a Major and minor mode model, and then map the
two trained models to the various possible keys (using circular permutation of the mean
vectors and covariance matrices of the state observation probability). For a song with
unknown key, we then evaluate the log-likelihood (using the forward algorithm) that its
chroma-vector sequence has been produced by each of the 24 HMMs.
2.3.3 Position over state-of-the-art
We have started by evaluating the performance of pre-existing technology. The ALG1 is
based on the best of Gomez and Izmirli technology, with addition of the tuning of the track
algorithm and the indirect DFT to chroma mapping which only improving the harmonic to
non-harmonic part ratio. ALG2 (HMM algorithm) is a new proposed technology aiming at
taking into account possible modulation of tonality over time; however the obtained results do
not reach the ALG1 results. This technology should be further refined in the future. ALG3 is
based on the new HPS front-end and has achieved the highest results against ALG1 and
ALG2. Since it is difficult to compare our results to the state of the art (external algorithms
are unavailable and database are private), we take ALG1 has the state of the art. Considering
this ALG3 supercedes the state of the art.
Fujishima, T. (1999). Realtime chord recognition of musical sound: a system using Common LISP music. Proc.
of ICMC, Bejing, China.
Bartsch, M. and G. Wakefield (2001). To catch a chorus: Using chroma-based representations for audio
thumbnailing. Proc. of IEEE WASPAA, New Paltz, NY, USA.
Chuan, C.-H. and E. Chew (2005). Fuzzy analysis in pitch class determination for polyphonic audio key finding.
Proc. of ISMIR, London, UK.
Cremer, M. and C. Derboven (2004). A system for harmonic analysis of polyphonic music. Proc. of AES 25th
Int. Conf. on Metadata for audio, London, UK.
Fujishima, T. (1999). Realtime chord recognition of musical sound: a system using Common LISP music. Proc.
of ICMC, Bejing, China.
Izmirli, O. (2005). Template based key finding from audio. Proc. of ICMC, Barcelona, Spain.
Gomez, E. (2006). «Tonal description of polyphonic audio for music content processing.» INFORMS Journal on
Computing, Special Cluster on Computation in Music 18(3).
MIREX (2005). Audio and Symbolic Key Finding Contest. London, UK.
Krumhansl, C.-L. (1999). Cognitive foundations of musical pitch. New-York, Oxford University Press.
Pauws, S. (2004). Musical key extraction from audio. Proc. of ISMIR, Barcelona, Spain.
Shepard, R. (1964). «Circularity in judgements of relative pitch.» J. Acoust. Soc. Am. 36: 2346-2353.
Temperley, D. (2001). The Cognition of Basic Musical Structure. Cambridge, Massachusetts, MIT Press.
Wakefield, G. (1999). Mathematical Representation of Joint Time-Chroma Distributions. Proc. of SPIE
conference on Advanced Signal Processing Algorithms, Architecture and Implementations, Denver, Colorado,
USA.

2.3.4 Benchmarks
Internal evaluation:
A database of 302 European baroque, classical and romantic music extracts have been
created. This includes pieces by Bach (48), Corelli (12), Handel (16), Telleman (17),
Vivaldi(6), Beethoven (33), Haydn (23), Mozart (33), Brahms (32), Chopin (29), Dvorak
(18), Schubert (23), Schuman (7).
The pieces are for solo keyboard (piano, harpsichord), chamber and orchestra music. It should
be noted that no opera or choir music was considered in the present study. The database was
derived from the NAXOS web radio service.
The distribution of the database is indicated in the following table.
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Keyboard

Baroque
Classical
Romantic

Chamber
61
42
46
149

Orchestra
37
N/A
10
47

6
47
53
106

104
89
109

The ground-truth key (key-note and mode) was derived from the title of the piece. Only the
first movement of each piece, supposed to correspond to the provided key, was used. Note
that we had to manually correct the annotation of part of the baroque pieces, since they were
based on a tuning of A4=415Hz.
In the next table, we indicate the recognition rate of key (KE), key-note alone (KN), and
mode alone (MO). We also indicates the score used for the MIREX-2005 key estimation
contest (MI).

HMM DFT sone

Correct key-note

Correct mode

HPS sone

Correct key

HPS ener

MIREX

HPS ampl

Correct mode

DFT sone

Correct key-note

DFT ener

H=1
H=4
H=1
H=4
H=1
H=4
H=1
H=4
H=1
H=4
H=1
H=4

Correct key

DFT ampl

ScoreCorrelCumul

MIREX

MeanInstCorrel

86,1
88,4
84,9
85,1
84,6
88
86,4
86
84,6
81,6
85,9
87,8

79,8
83,4
78,5
78,8
76,5
82,5
80,5
80,1
77,8
73,2
80,5
83,1

82,8
86,4
80,8
80,8
79,8
84,8
83,1
82,8
80,8
76,8
83,1
85,4

91,4
92,1
90,7
91,1
90,7
92,7
91,4
91,4
90,4
88,4
90,4
92,1

86,7
87,9
80,5
79,7
86,6
87,6
84,3
81,9
82,7
76,2
89,1
88,2

81,8
83,8
73,2
71,9
81,8
83,8
79,5
75,5
76,5
67,5
84,8
84,1

84,4
86,1
75,2
74,2
85,4
87,1
82,8
80,1
79,8
71,9
87,7
87,1

91,1
91,7
86,4
86,1
90,7
92,1
88,1
86,8
87,4
82,5
93
92,1

85,5

81 87,4

88

The best results (89.1% MIREX score, 84.8 correct key-note+mode recognition) was obtained
using the HPS algorithm with amplitude expressed in sone scale, with Gomez extension to the
polyphonic and non-audio case of the Temperley-Diatonic cognitive profiles and Izmirli
cumulative-score based decision method.
The second best results was obtained using DFT in amplitude and adding Gomez extension to
the audio case. The HMM did not to comparable results.
No comparison is possible with the state of the art since the evaluation depends strongly on
the database used and we don’t currently have the MIREX 2005 database. The algorithm
should be test during MIREX 2006.
Development
Benchmarks have been run on the Hifi system (Pentium M 1.7GHz with 512 MB RAM).
The MP3 files used for benchmarking are the same 264 files used in the User Feedback
Session at Paris in June 2006.
The ircamkeymode extraction times have been measured with the time shell command.
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MP3 lengths have been computed with the mp3info software. The computation time versus
the track duration is indicated in the following figure.

2.3.5 Implementation
The module consists of a single executable which performs both tonality/mode estimation and
harmonic pattern estimation. The module output the results in a single xml file.
This module has been written in C++ and has the following dependencies:
•

Matmtl: The Matrix Mathematics Template Library which is a C++ template library
written at Ircam.

•

Libfft: A C/C++ FFT library written at Ircam.

•

Libsndfile: a LGPL library which is used to read and write audio file by the
executable.

•

Mplayer (GPL) software which is used by the executable for the MP3 decoding and
resampling part. Since mplayer executable is called via the ANSI C system function,
there is no violation of the GNU General Public License.

This executable have the following parameters:
•

--input: path to the input soundfile, supported formats are the same as the mplayer
software (see http://www.mplayerhq.hu/design7/info.html ).

•

--output: path to the output XML file containing the global tempo/meter estimation
and rhythm characteristics.

The development cycle of this module has follow unit testing with Matlab scripts and Mex
files in order to interface with the C++ functions and methods of this module.
CVS have been used for source versioning.
Gdb and Valgrind have been used for debugging.
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Extractor Discovery System

Responsible partner: SONY CSL
2.4.1 Functional description
Audio descriptors are traditionally designed by manually combining LLDs (Low-Level
Descriptors) using ad-hoc algorithms or machine-learning algorithms. It requires a lot of
experience and trial / error to achieve good results.
The EDS system (Extractor Discovery System) is a generic scheme which aims at simplying
as much as possible the design of high-level audio descriptors from audio signals. It is even
able to automatically produce a fully-fledged audio extractor (an executable) from a database
of labeled audio examples, including the automatic search of LLDs, combinations of LLDs,
and machine-learning algorithms.
The key idea of EDS is to substitute the basic LLDs with arbitrary complex compositions of
signal processing operators. EDS automatically composes operators to make features of signal
processing functions that are optimal for a given descriptor extraction task. The search for
specific features is based on genetic programming, a well-known technique for exploring
search spaces of function compositions. Resulting features are then fed to a machine-learning
model such as a GMM or SVM to produce a fully-fledged extractor program.
2.4.2 Method description
The global architecture of EDS (see Figure 13) consists in two parts: modeling the descriptor,
and synthesizing the extractor. Both parts can be fully automatic.
The modeling of the descriptor is the main part of EDS. It consists in searching for a set of
relevant features using a genetic search algorithm, and then to search for the optimal model
for the descriptor which combines these features. The genetic programming engine
automatically composes signal processing operators to build arbitrarily complex functions.
Each built function is given a fitness value which represents how well the function performs
to extract a given descriptor on a given learning database.
The evaluation of a function is very costly, as it involves complex signal processing on whole
audio databases. Therefore, to limit the search, a set of heuristics are introduced to improve
the relevance of the created functions, as well as rewriting rules to simplify functions before
their evaluation. Once the system has found relevant features, it combines them into various
machine learning models, and then optimizes the model parameters.
The synthesis part consists in generating an executable file to compute the best model on any
audio signal. This part allows the validation of this model on arbitrary audio signals, to
predict their value for the modeled descriptor.
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Figure 13: Architecture of the EDS system.

Figure 14: Screenshot of the EDS system v1.
2.4.3 Position over state-of-the-art
EDS is a very novel concept. Genetic algorithms have been employed for algorithm
discovery, e.g., for efficient compilation of Signal Processing transforms, or radar-image
analysis. However, EDS is the first application of this concept to audio signal processing and
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metadata extraction. The idea of incorporating expert music signal processing knowledge is
also novel.
The EDS technique originated in the CUIDADO project, however it has been much
researched and improved in the scope of the Semantic Hifi project:
-

New signal processing functions and machine-learning algorithms have been added to the
system.

-

All machine-learning agglomeration models can be parameterized, and a complete search
allows to optimize automatically these parameters, in order to improve the descriptor
performance, for a given set of features.

-

The whole process has been made automatic: given a description problem defined by a
training database of labeled signals, the system is now able, automatically, to solve the
problem and produce a program to compute the descriptor for an external signals, by:
o building a set of relevant features,
o selecting and building a model by using optimized machine learning
techniques,
o generating a model file and an executable file for its computation.

-

Specific study of the new following descriptors: percussivity, pitchness,
happiness/sadness, danceability, density, complexity. Each of these are difficult problems
that have received less satisfactory solutions in the community.
2.4.4 Benchmarks

Because finding a proper audio descriptor for a given problem is a difficult task with no clear
path, it is not appropriate to give precise benchmarks for the EDS system as a whole, both in
terms of speed and quality of the result. A genetic search can run for days without improving
the best features which it has already found, and even so it doesn't mean that it won't discover
a better one later on.
If the problem at hand were directly related to simple signal processing functions it could be
as quick as a few minutes and the quality could easily reach 100%. One example of such a
problem would be to find the frequency of a sinusoid mixed above or below some pink noise.
On the contrary if the problem were uncorrelated to the signal or arbitrarily random the search
could last forever and the quality never exceed 50%. Controversial examples could be an
extractor for the popularity of a song, an extractor for the title of a song, etc. A more average
problem, e.g., music with / without piano, could take a few hours to generate an extractor
with 70% of quality (i.e., better than random) and much longer to improve that quality to, say,
80% or 90%.
As for just the LLDs used by EDS they have been implemented in C++ from the best known
algorithms in the community, and as such they are as efficient and as good as possible. When
new or better algorithms are discovered the system can immediately be improved as well.
For more in-depth evaluation of EDS, please refer to [7].
2.4.5 Implementation
EDS is developed in Java. For most signal processing functions it uses native proprietary
libraries. For some others it uses packages or libraries from the community. For machinelearning algorithms it uses both the Weka package (Java) and some other proprietary libraries.
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The system has known two phases of development so far. A first prototype was developed
before February 2005 at which point a major rewriting was started. The GUI has undergone a
complete redesign to make it more easily extensible and more-user friendly. The API was
abstracted into a non-GUI part which can be called from different applications (see for
instance WP3, Browsing, where EDS is used for the automatic generalization of personal
audio categories).

Figure 15: Selecting a train database in version 2 of EDS.

Figure 16 Genetic search in version 2 of EDS.
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2.5 Tempo and phase detection
Responsible partner : Native Instruments
2.5.1 Functional description
Objective is the evaluation of Ircam-AS module and development of module adapted to dance
music. For this purpose Native Instruments compiled a collection of not copy-righted music
represantative of Native Instruments customers (D6.1). We evaluated various state of the art
tempo detection algorithms including the pre-existing algorithm of Native Instruments and the
Ircam-AS module with the help of this collection. Feedback was given to the Ircam-AS
module and was included in the module. In parallel, an improved transient detection and
improved bpm calculation algorithm adapted to Dance music were developed at Native
Instruments.
2.5.2 Method description
Confidential.
Position over state-of-the-art and Benchmarks
The position of the algorithms over state of the art was documented during the evaluation
period. The tempo was measured using a selection of available algorithms and compared to
the true tempo. Also the resources employed were taken into account. The results are given
below. No resources were available to re-evaluate the position using the improved algorithms.
Software

Authoring
Application

MIXMEISTER

AUFTAKT

54%

61%

53%

correct

TUNE
MOVER
17%

WINAMP
SL 1200
38%

IRCAM
AS
46%

ABLETON
LIVE 5
23%

Tracks with non-constant tempo were excluded. 122 tracks were taken into account. For each
track the full track, a 30s sample and a 5 second sample were analysed and compared. BPMs
detected to 1% accuracy were counted as correct. A BPM was also considered as correct if the
detected value is half, double, 2/3, 3/2, ¾ or 4/3 of the true value.

2.5.3 Implementation
Confidential.
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2.6 Browsing by Lyrics
Responsible partner : BGU
The main idea of the browsing by lyrics (BBL) is to move back and forth inside the audio file by
moving back and forth in the song lyrics. Instead of using time of song, we are using the song’s lyrics
in order to skip Forward and Backward. During this period, we implement this idea to java code, also
we provide a new idea to align the lyrics easy. A new GUI has been developed in order to combine all
the new functions due to the conclusions from the last meeting in Paris.
Basic Features
Song lyrics are aligned by rows. This appears as the best resolution for optional users.
The basic commands of this tool are play, pause, stop, skip forward/backward, FF, RW. The play
button is starting a clock that counts the cycles of 250 milliseconds. The clock has the time that the
music playing so it can easily show or erase the lyrics in time. Pressing play while a row is shown on
screen will skip back to the beginning of the row. The pause button pause the clock and the stop
button stops the lyrics (and music) and return the clock to its starting position (zero). The RW and FF
buttons skip line each cycle (the lines shows on the GUI) forward or backward until the pause or play
button press, or until it comes to the end or start of the lyrics, in this case it leaves the lyrics bar clean.
The skip_RW and skip_FF skip one row each press. It has two possibilities: one, in case that pause is
already pressed each skip will show as the lyrics of the next/previous row. In case that the music (and
lyrics) are playing (no pause has been taking place) each press will skip the line, the clock and the
music to the new state.
Graphical User Interface (GUI)
The new graphical user is more simple to the user:

It has only start time of each line, the current line has bold font.
This GUI gives the user option to skip to any line by pressing its near button.
The align method is simpler, when pressing the “ALIGN MODE” button, by using the “skip_FF” the
user set the start time of the next line. Pressing any other button will set the system back to normal.
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Lyrics Alignment
Currently, lyrics alignment is performed by the users. The tool has been developed from a point of
view that anyone can choose any song with any lyrics, and easily combine them. It does, however,
require the user to be familiar with the song and its lyrics. The big advantage is that with this tool,
songs can be aligned faster than other tools (such as WMP).
Alignment can take place both on lyrics with no alignments and lyrics that have previously been
aligned (in order to edit or do corrections).
Further goals
Our goal is to add a possibility to do an automatic align for lyrics, using the GLRT method
that is used for the source separation.

Here an example that reveals the lyrics of the first line of “Piano Man”:
Another 2 examples show the use of “attacca” information previously used for virtual mixing
and voice processing. It’ll be used as a complimentary tool for the GLRT information above.
Those results complement the voice information from GLRT results with unvoiced
information about fricatives such as /s/, /f/ and others.
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A conference paper was published (4.1)

2.7 Sound Source Separation / Score Alignment
Responsible partner : BGU
This advanced audio processing tool performs the separation of parts or instruments from
within a multi-track audio recording. The main goal of this tool is to give the listener the
ability to manipulate audio in ways not available previously and to enable artistic liberty
normally available only in the studio.
Originally, virtual mixing was dependant upon alignment to the existing score of the
recording available as a MIDI file. This enabled the direct harmonic separation of the
instruments based on the information appearing in the score. A more advanced approach has
been taken which renders the use of score alignment optional. Even so, the score alignment
can be used for melody or instrument identification.
Virtual Mixing presents a high-level challenge, requiring the use of statistical sound
processing techniques. These techniques, to be published in the coming year, employ a
model-based pitch and voicing (or harmonicity) tracking algorithm. The problem of multitrack recording separation has been approached from many directions since the turn of the
century but has not yet been applied in a working user-based system such as Semantic Hi-Fi.
Three new approaches are presented for the purpose of musical source separation and
decomposition. The first is top-down analysis, in which analysis priority is given to higher
notes. The second is temporal alignment of the analysis based on previous knowledge of the
score. This subject has been discussed previously and appears in [4]. The third approach is
harmonic sharing. A large number of notes in a composition share harmonics. This fact is
taken into consideration. Priority is given to lower harmonics, i.e. the fundamental, and
decreases towards the overtones of the note.
Transient detection and the handling of non-harmonic sounds will be performed using Voiced
/ Unvoiced decision methods similar to the method presented in [2].
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Harmonic Model Single Snapshot GLRT
The virtual mixing tool is based on describing the harmonic information within a signal (or
signal frame) using the harmonic model:

y = A(ù 0 )b
where
y is the signal frame vector.
A is the harmonic coefficient matrix.
! 0 is the specific fundamental frequency within y.
b is the harmonic coeffcient vector.

The single snapshot generalized likelihood ratio test (GLRT ) performs the following test ona
single frame of audio (~20 msec).
Testing between the following two hypotheses gives the decision whether the signal is
harmonic (i.e. contains harmonic musical data) or non-harmonic (i.e. contains transient,
percussive type sounds).

The final expression for the test is:

This measures the ratio between the harmonic signal energy and the non-harmonic signal
energy in each frame.
The following figure presents the harmonic log-likelihood function of one second of multitrack audio (the intro to Stan Getz’ Round Midnight).
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This function gives clear information as to the existence of harmonic instruments, in this case
– bass and violins. The non-harmonic information contains the sound of a cymbal.
The source separation algorithm gathers this information and performs a harmonic projection
for extracting the basic sound of each instrument. Then, source quality is improved using
harmonic sharing techniques.
Software
The software is currently written in MATLAB and may be optimized for specific use and
compiled as a plug-in. It is currently automatic and separates up to four intelligible and
audibly pleasing parts from a given recording. These tracks can be re-mixed to mono, stereo
or surround. It should be noted that re-mixing of the separated audio gives virtually perfect
reconstruction of the original signal even when the tracks were not separated ‘surgically’.
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2.8 AudioID
Responsible partner : Fhg
2.8.1 Functional description
AudioID is a system that performs an automated identification of audio signals. It recognizes
real-world audio signals by comparing its fingerprint with a fingerprint database of sounds
that have been previously extracted. This functionality can be considered as the algorithmic
equivalent of human recognition of a song from the memory of the recognizing person. A
fingerprint contains the “essence” of an audio item and its extraction algorithm has been
standardized within the MPEG-7 standard. To identify music, a fingerprint must be extracted
from the audio item and later compared with the fingerprint database. On a positive
comparison result, the gathered metadata are replied and further processed. The following
picture describes the necessary steps:

2.8.2 Method description

AudioID consists of two different parts. The first part has been finalized and standardized in
2001. The extraction of the fingerprint from the first version is done in the following manner:
1. Windowing of the audio signal into different parts, each with a window length of 30ms
2. Weightening of each part using a hamming window
3. Performing an FFT on each part
4. Spacing of the spectrum logarithmically into subparts
5. Calculate geometric mean/ arithmetic mean with each bin of each subpart (called Spectrum
Flatness)
6. The resulting vector of each part has to be stored within a matrix

During the Semantic Hifi project Fraunhofer IDMT established a second version of the
fingerprint format, since the first version was not robust enough to classify extremely
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distorted audio signals as for e.g. GSM-coded audio signals. The second version has been
standardized in an amendment of the MPEG-7 audio standard. The extraction algorithm is
nearly the same as from the first version. The only difference is the processing of the
logarithmically spaced subparts (5.). Within each subpart the bin values have to be squared
and thereafter added.
The resulting matrixes of both versions are scalable. The raw values can be compressed by
building the mean of a number of successive vectors (up to 32). If the fingerprints are scaled,
its size decreases. Its duration for classification decreases too. The disadvantage is the
decreasing classification performance.
During the identifying process, an audio example needs to be extracted. The classification
process compares the resulting fingerprint with a database of fingerprints using a nearest
neighbour search algorithm. The result list is thereafter sorted according to its distance to the
query fingerprint. Based on the distance vector a likelihood value can be calculated to
estimate a classification confidence.

2.8.3 Position over state-of-the-art
There are three different audio identification algorithms that have major influence in the
scientific area. Shazam Inc. from Great Britain is known for their cellphone music
identification service. Philips has developed an audio identifying system that has been
licensed to Gracenote lately. The third system worth mentioning is AudioID.
Shazam Inc. has been found in 2000 and developed a music recognition system [4]. The aim
of this enterprise was a creation of an engine that was able to identify music, recorded from
the customer’s cellphone in noisy areas. Its recognition performance is therefore very
remarkable, since the quality of GSM-coded signals is extremely poor. The feature that is
used by Shazam is called spectrogram peaks. The extraction algorithm performs a weighting
and a FFT on the input data. The input data are squared and each frame is searched for local
maxima that are remarkably higher than the neighbour values. The fingerprint itself stores the
frequency values. This results in a high classification performance of extremely distorted
signals. The disadvantage of this system is the relatively large fingerprint size and the time
needed for classification. It seems to be enough for cellphone classification but Shazam’s
technology might be too slow monitoring 100 audio broadcast channels simultaneously.
The Philips fingerprinting system has been licensed to Gracenote lately. Unfortunately the
system cannot be tested yet, since users don’t get access to their database yet nor can they use
its classification service. But there have been publications regarding feature extraction and
classification [3]. The first steps of the extraction algorithm are similar to the systems of
Gracenote and Fhg. The input data are framed, weighted and an FFT is performed. The
magnitude spectrum is calculated and the divided into 31 bands. Thereafter the energy of each
band is calculated by squaring and summing the values of each bin. The energy of each band
is substructed with the energy of its neighbour band in the frequency domain. Thereafter the
energy of each band is substructed with the energy of each band in the time domain. If the
resulting value is greater than 0, the output value is 1, otherwise 0. The values of each band
result in a 31 digit vector containing zero or one. The vector can be taken as hash value and is
the Philips fingerprint. Its size is compact and therefore its classification duration might be
very fast. But the fingerprint is probably not robust against extremely distorted audio signals
as GSM-coded signals.
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The AudioID fingerprint solves the trade-off between robustness and fingerprint size
(classification speed) due to its scalability [1][2]. If the customer wants to classify extremely
distorted signals he keeps the fingerprint size large. If he wants to monitor a high number of
broadcast channels, he decreases the fingerprint size and raises therefore the classification
speed.

2.8.4 Benchmarks
This chapter shows the benchmark results of the AudioID technology during the MPEG-7
standardizing process. Unfortunately it was not possible to compare AudioID against other
systems because they are not publicly available.
During the proposal of AudioID to MPEG-7, core experiments had to be performed in order
to give evidence that the contributed system is powerful and efficient [5]. The result showed
that the second version of AudioID (which has been developed during the Semantic Hifi
project) is much more robust than the first version of AudioID. Within the tables and figures
the first version of AudioID has been named AudioSignature DS (name within MPEG-7) and
the second version of AudioID has been named Enhanced AudioSignatureDS (name within
MPEG-7 Audio Amd. 2) The core experiment consisted of three different tests. The following
table shows the setup of the three tests:

Test Set information

Number of
query items

Number of references

Test Set 1

9 different songs (difference genres), each with 4
variations ( three different variations of noise
and one item GSM-coded )

45

1744

Test Set 2

A test set of recognized GSM-coded signals via
the feature
Enhanced AudioSignature,
compared with the feature AudioSignatureDS

21193

11212

Test Set 3

A test set of 440 hand annotated GSM-coded
signals computing the identification algorithm
using
AudioSignature
AND
Enhanced
AudioSignature have been performed and the
results compared. The original query items are
contained within the database.

440

12938
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The following tables show the results of the core experiment.

Test set 1:
Original

Slight
distortion

Average
distortion

Strong distortion

GSM-coded

Enhanced
AudioSignature
DS

100 %

100 %

100 %

87.5 %

77.7 %

AudioSignature
DS

100 %

87.5 %

44.4 %

22.2 %

0%

The following diagram shows the recognition rate dependent on the decreasing amount of
signal quality:
120
100

Enhanced
AudioSignature
DS

80
60

AudioSignature
DS

40
20
0
1

2

3

4

5

Test Set 2
This test shows the recognition performance of AudioSignature DS in comparison to
Enhanced AudioSignature DS. The query items were collected from the AudioID cellphone
service “MusicSpy” (works with Enhanced AudioSignature DS). Only properly and true
recognized items are considered, because it is not possible to classify and identify the not
recognized items. Therefore it is obvious, that the test with Enhanced AudioSignature DS
results in 100% recognition rate. But important is the recognition rate of the same items with
the feature MPEG-7 AudioSignature DS.
The following table shows the result of Test Set 2:
Nr. of queries

21193

Enhanced AudioSignature DS

21193

100 %

AudioSignature DS

2495

11.77 %

Enhanced AudioSignature DS and
AudioSignature DS

5092

24.03 %
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The recognition rate of AudioSignature DS using a positive confidence threshold is 11.77 %.
When comparing the unique identifiers of the top one level of each result list, the accordance
rate between Enhanced AudioSignature DS and AudioSignature DS is 24.03%. That means,
that in 24.03% of the cases AudioSignature DS matches. However, this result is not very
significant, because the distance between this item and its neighbor item might be very small
and the risk of false positives is very high.
Someone might say, that this test is not very crucial, because the opposite test with 100%
recognition rate of AudioSignature DS and running Enhanced AudioSignature DS against it
has not been performed. However, this test shows the preeminence of Enhanced
AudioSignature DS compared to AudioSignature DS.

Test Set 3
This test set does not much distinguish from test set 2. The difference is, that 440 randomly
hand selected songs of different genres have been chosen as query set.
The following table shows the result of Test Set 3:
Nr. of queries

438

Enhanced AudioSignature DS

352

80,36 %

AudioSignature DS

43

9,81 %

Enhanced AudioSignature DS and
AudioSignature DS

181

41,32 %

To compare the performance of the recognition rate of strong distorted signals between
AudioSignature DS and Enhanced AudioSignature DS, three different tests have been
performed. Since the first test served only as a small and concise example set, the two other
tests show clear results. Since AudioSignatureDS is good in identifying music, Enhanced
AudioSignature DS proves much better in identifying strong distorted music signals, for e.g.
GSM-coded signals.
2.8.5 Implementation
There are several software applications for identifying music available. The most important
tool is the classification server. This program contains a database of all previously extracted
audio fingerprints. When identifying music, a client extracts the fingerprint from the actual
music data and sends it to the server. The server looks up the database and replies the
classification result. The client thereafter further processes the result (display it, store it etc).
There are several clients for different applications. Among them is a multi-channel broadcast
monitoring system, a tool for cleaning up the user hard disk (looking for doublets) and a client
which records music from cell phones and identifies them.
During the project a java plugin for an AudioID client has been developed in order to
integrate the system into the existing Semantic Hifi demonstrator.
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3 Methodologies Employed
3.1 WP Management and Co-ordination
WP management consists in:
•

Detailed planning of each sub-wp and coherence with integration constrains

•

Ensure coherence between each sub-wps

•

Ensure coherence between sub-wps targeted functionalities and targeted applications

•

Ensure deliverables, modules and documentation are provided for milestones

•

Initiate corrective actions

3.2 Market following
3.2.1 User scenarios
Audio segmentation:
Interaction – Intra-document browsing
•

The user listen to a song and wants to skip to the next part of the song, to the next chorus
of the song

•

The user wants to have a visual representation of the structure of the song

Creation - Remix
•

The user wants to remix a piece of music by its structure (exchanging verse, chorus
positions).

•

The user wants a specific visual or automatic accompaniment during verse / chorus, …

Audio summary
Inter-document browsing
•

The user wants a quick preview of a song item in a play-list, in a catalogue, or in a
database.

Rhythm description
•

The user wants to query a database according to the tempo of the songs, the meter, the
percussivity/periodicity features

•

The user wants music title with similar tempo and rhythm pattern than a target music title

•

The user wants a play-list with tracks of increasing tempo, constant tempo

Creation
•

The user wants to synchronize two tracks according to their tempo, wants to align them
according to their beat location.
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The user wants to remix a track using segments defined as beats.

Tonality description
Inter-document browsing
•

The user wants to query a database according to the key, mode

•

The user wants music title with similar key, mode or harmonic pattern

3.3 Scientific research methodologies
For a specific functionality:
1) proof a feasibility in a given research time
2) study on state of the art, study on protected technologies
3) development of a starting technology
4) development of an evaluation database (must be representative on the market targeted by
the application) and development of corresponding annotations (according to the targeted
functionality)
5) test of the starting technology on the evaluation corpus
6) improvement of the starting technology according to the failures
7) increase of the database size in order to reach realistic conditions
8) test of the technology, computation time evaluation, decrease of algorithms complexity
9) development of prototype and module

3.4 Software development practices
Re-implementation of Matlab(c) source code into C/C++ source code.
1) Implementation of unit testing for each part of the Matlab source
code.
2) Validation of C++ implementation with the Unit testing suite.
3) Usage of valgrind (http://www.valgrind.org) in order to avoid memory
leak and memory access violation.
FUTUR:
4) Integration of C++ module within the J2EE server application
5) Packaging of C++ module for an easy deployment on each partners
platform.
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4 Dissemination
4.1 Scientific publications
Ircam AS
Peeters, G. (2004). Deriving Musical Structures from Signal Analysis for Music Audio Summary Generation:
"Sequence" and "State" Approach. CMMR 2003 (LNCS 2771). U. K. Wiil, Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg
2004: 142-165
Peeters (2006) JNMR publication to be submitted soon
Peeters, G. (2005). Time Variable Tempo Detection and Beat Marking. Proc. of ICMC, Barcelona, Spain.
Peeters, G. (2005). Rhythm Classification using spectral rhythm patterns. Proc. of ISMIR, London, UK.
ISMIR, London Peeters, G. (2005). MIREX 2005: Tempo detection and beat marking for perceptual tempo
induction. Proc. of, UK.
Peeters, G. (2006). «Template-based estimation of time-varying tempo.» Eurasip, J. on Applied Signal
Processing,(Special Issue on Music Information Retrieval Based on Signal Processing).
Peeters, G. (2006). Music Pitch Representation by Periodicity measures based on Combined Temporal and
Spectral Representations. Proc. of IEEE ICASSP, Toulouse, France
Peeters, G. (2006). Musical key estimation of audio signal based on HMM modeling of chroma vectors. Proc. of
DAFX, McGill, Montreal, Canada.
Peeters, G. (2006). Chroma-based estimation of musical key from audio-signal analysis. Proc. of ISMIR,
Victoria, Canada.
Peeters, G. (2005). «Indexation et accès au contenu musical.» Les Nouveaux Dossiers de l'Audiovisuel 3.

Sony CSL
[1] Defréville, B., Roy, P., Rosin, C. and Pachet, F., Automatic Recognition of Urban Sound Sources,
Proceedings of the 120th AES Convention, 2006.
[2] Monceaux, J., Pachet, F., Amadu, F., Roy, P., and Zils, A., Descriptor-based spatialization. Proceedings of
AES Conference 2005, 2005.
[3] Cabral, G., Pachet, F., and Briot, J.-P., Recognizing chords with EDS: Part one.. Proceedings of the
6thComputer Music Modeling and Retrieval (CMMR'2005), Pisa, Italy, September 2005.
[4] Cabral, G., Pachet, F., and Briot, J.-P., Automatic X traditional descriptor extraction: The case of chord
recognition.. Proceedings of the 6th International Conference on Music Information Retrieval (ISMIR'2005),
London, U.K., September 2005.
[5] Zils, A. and Pachet, F. Automatic Extraction of Music Descriptors from Acoustic Signals using EDS.
Proceedings of the 116th AES Convention, May 2004.
[6] Pachet, F. and Zils, A. Automatic Extraction of Music Descriptors from Acoustic Signals. Proceedings of
ISMIR 2004, 2004.
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BGU
O. Hadar, D. Bykhovsky, G. Goldwasser, and E. Fisher, "A musical source separation system with lyrics
alignment" in WSEAS Transactions on Systems, Issue 10, Vol. 5, pp. 2464-2467, October 2006

FHG
[1] Eric Allamanche, Jürgen Herre, Bernhard Froba, “AudioID: Towards Content-Based Identification of Audio
Material.”, In Proc. 110th AES Convention, Amsterdam, NL, 2001.
[2] Eric Allammanche, Jürgen Herre, Oliver Hellmuth. Bernhard Fröba “Content-based Identification of Audio
Material Using MPEG-7 Low Level Description ”, ISMIR 2001, 2001.
[3] Jaap Haitsma, Tom Kalker, Job Oostveen, “Robust Audio Hashing for Content Identification”, International
Workshop on Content-Based Multimedia Indexing,2001.
[4] Wang A, “An industrial-strengh audio search algorithm.”, ISMIR 2004, 2004.
[5] M12047 “Core Experiment on MPEG-7 Enhanced AudioSignatureDS”, Contribution to MPEG, 2005
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4.2 Contribution to clustering and standardisation
Organization of a half-day workshop on the practical use of MPEG-7 audio in audio
application at the AES 25th Int. Conf. Metadata for audio, London, UK. Invited speakers : G.
Peeters, M. Jacob, E. Gomez (UPF), J. Herre (FHG), M. Casey (King’s College).
Peeters, G. (2004). Workshop on MPEG-7 audio. AES 25th Int. Conf. Metadata for audio,
London, UK.

4.3 Professional communications
Peeters, G. (2005). Description automatique et classification des sons instrumentaux.
Journées de la SFA (Description automatique et perception de la musique), ENST, Paris.

4.4 Press articles and interviews
Vinet, H., G. Peeters, et al. (2004). L'ircam recherche la chaine HIFI du futur. 01Net.
Peeters, G. (2005). "SemanticHIFI, chaîne fidèle", Télérama.fr.
Vinet, H., V. Puig, et al. (2005). Le magazine du multimedia, RFI. Paris.
Vinet, H., G. Peeters, et al. (2005). "Je t'MP3 moi non plus" /" Le futur fait ses gammes",
Télérama.fr.

4.5 Contribution to standards
There have been contributions to MPEG in order to standardize a more robust fingerprint
within MPEG-7 Audio (see 2.1.6.8). The core experiment has been successfully reviewed and
crosschecked. Therefore this contribution has been successfully standardized in ISO/IEC
15938-4 Amd. 2.
ISO/IEC 15938-4: m12047 MPEG-Busan “Core Experiment Enhanced AudioSignature
descriptor”
ISO/IEC 15938-4:
descriptor”

m12241

MPEG-Poland

“Crosscheck

Enhanced

AudioSignature

4.6 Patents
Peeters, G. (16.06.2004). 04686: Résumé sonore., US, Europe, Japan

4.7 Related PhDs
Master theses
Wronecki, A. (2005). Application de l'algorithme de DTW dans la détection de structures
musicales par approche de type séquence. DESS Signaux et images, Université Paris XII
Val de Marne.
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Mislin, F. (2005). Automatisation de la production et de la mise en ligne de résumés sonores.
Médiathèque, Analyse/Synthèse. Ircam, Paris, France, ISTY.
Goyeau, J.-B. (2004). Descripteurs et algorithmes de caractérisation de l'aspect rythmiques
du son et de la musique. DEA ATIAM. Ircam, Paris, France, Université Paris VI.
Papadopoulos, H. (2006). Extraction automatique de suite d'accords a partir de l'analyse
d'un signal audio musical. Sound Analysis/Synthesis Team, Ircam. Paris, Master STIC System Intelligents et Communicant

PHD thesis
[7] Zils, A., Extraction de descripteurs musicaux: une approche évolutionniste, PhD thesis,
University of Paris 6, September 2004.
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5 Outlook
5.1 Information produced by the WP
Reusable use cases?
yes for all developed modules
R&D organisation?
target specific functionalities according to application provider markets,
knowledge exchange and library exchange (when possible) among partners

5.2 New methods
For music structure extraction, summary generation
For beat detection, rhythm characterization

5.3 Scientific breakthrought
New features for structure detection:

dynamic features based on tempo

New algorithm for sequences detection:

maximum likelihood approach

New algorithm for onset detection:

reassigned spectral energy flux

New algorithm periodicity estimation:

combined DFT/FM-ACF

New algorithm for tempo tracking:

Viterbi rhythm based template decoding

6 Conclusion
Semantic HIFI workpackage on indexing provides research and modules for the two
applications of the project: the authoring tools and the HIFI system. It therefore covers
researches on all the major indexing fields of music information retrieval: from the
identification of the audio track (audio identification) in order to allow linking the audio to
textual metadata, to the indexing of the content (rhythm, tonality, timbre) in order to allow
search by content or by similarity, to the system learning of user-defined descriptions (EDS),
to innovative listening/performing paradigms allowed by music structure extraction, lyrics
synchronization, re-mixing by source separation.
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